
IMPLEMENTING SIX SIGMA AT GE FANUC

Jack Welch, the former CEO of GE, is, of course, responsible for Six Sigma's implementation here. He instigated a new
corporate policy for GE.

Before Six Sigma, there was little else like it, and nothing else more effective. For example they had
concentrated on eliminating Environmental Stress Screen SEES to test on circuit boards and also eliminate
premature failure in the boards. Least of all on the same scale as Motorola. High quality products will also be
assured by the company. Welch recognized that GE required a complete overhaul of all its fundamental
operations. Forty percent of each top management bonus depended on the successful implementation of Six
Sigma goals and a Green Belt became the minimum requirement for the promotion of any employee. Using
the Six Sigma approach, we must first identify the root cause of the problem. Welch knew what to do. The
resultant learning environment prepared the ground for Six Sigma. Welch took a lot of inspiration from
companies like Motorola, using Six Sigma concepts in much the same way. With high quality products, it may
result to a high customer satisfaction and will lead to higher sales. GE adopted most of its Six Sigma concepts
and methodology from pioneers such as Motorola. Part time project leaders or employees who received Six
Sigma training that were placed on Six Sigma projects only became Green Belts. The objective is not to
deliver flawless products and services that we think the customer wants them when we promise them-but
rather what customers really want when they want them. Related Interests. The actual benefits that resulted
from the project are summarized here. He instigated a new corporate policy for GE that pledged to acquire Six
Sigma goals by the millennium. Six sigma at general electric Introduction: - Six sigma is sophisticated quality
program developed by Motorola in that is designed to reduce defect to 3. We come up of different problems
regarding the use of testing: 1. They could purchase ovens with high quality. Welch called six sigma the most
difficult stretch goal GE had ever undertaken. They could lower the salary of the employees. As such, they
decided to switch to measuring in millions, to provide more granular data. Efficiency, customer service and
product quality were all not at the desired level. They did so through their use of the Work-Out program,
which exposed GE to a world of new ideas. Finally, they would learn how to control processes by controlling
the relevant inputs. A growing proportion of Six Sigma projects now underway are done on customer
processes, many on customer premises. Jack Welch and other top management, most notably Dave Cote,
President, and CEO of GE Appliances followed a hands-on approach to Six Sigma and led from the front
through the following methods: Spending time in Six Sigma Training sessions and personally answering
questions for employees undergoing training Surprised visits to Six Sigma review sessions Work-floor visits
to make first hand observations on the extent of Six Sigma implementation at the workplace Weekly summary
reports and monthly reviews with the Master Black Belt team. He had seen it in action and knew it could save
General Electric from itself. There were active Six Sigma teams at a time led by employees who obtained
green, black, and master black belt Six Sigma certifications. They can eliminate testing and SEES. By training
their employees in data-based problem analysis, they overcame many obstacles for which they had previously
been unprepared. Using the Six Sigma approach, we must first identify the root cause of the problem.
Recommendation: We recommend to fully use the six sigma program for the company. Has a real edge to
deliver bottom-line results and not just technical solutions. Q: Why they used ovens frequently? Alternative
Courses of Actions ACAs It is necessary to identify the key variables that are most likely to create errors and
excessive variation - the root cause. Under his watch, he strove to ensure the company fully integrated Six
Sigma into their operations.


